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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 360 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.8in.Sixteen Seconds is the distance between a
thought and a revolution, between who you were and who you might be. The world didnt end with
the extinction of mankind, rather the annihilation of human thought with the implement of a
devastating neurological device, relegating the world to darkness, chaos, and war, where its too
late to realize something is dangerously wrong with the children; too late to stop the consequences
before the future of humanity is forever tainted. When the countrys leaders banned and confiscated
the citizens firearms and executed martial law, those in command didnt think twice. When taxes
and gasoline skyrocketed and families were left with only the streets, officials lined their bloody
pockets and didnt bat an eye. When poverty overran the country alongside disease and starvation,
tyrannical rule found a death grip, strangling the heart and soul of a nation and stripping away the
human rights of an entire population. Kenneth Ridley has been searching for another like him,
someone who shares and understands his special talent; someone who can teach him to control the
force...
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This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II

Absolutely essential read book. It is probably the most incredible pdf i have got read through. You will like the way the writer publish this pdf.
-- Gr if f in Hir the-- Gr if f in Hir the
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